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3. check the reviews at amazon. this is always a good place to start. what do the customers think? also check out the good housekeeping rating for this product if you can. they can be a very telling guide on how this product performs and generally are very good on their information.
sometimes people don't want to set up an outdoor table tennis table and don't have access to outdoor space. this is perfectly feasible with the donnay as you can play it inside using the small indoor kit. also, don't forget you can use the table indoors at the same time as using an
outdoor one. all of our tables are made by eurotennis - an official supplier to the world table tennis federation. eurotennis are the leading manufacturer of indoor and outdoor table tennis tables and you can see the quality of our outdoor tables by looking at the reviews on amazon!
below, you will find the donnay indoor outdoor table tennis table with details of the table top, the wheels, the accessories and how much it costs. it is our hope that after reading this, you will find it much easier to decide whether this table is right for you. the table surface is the top of
the donnay indoor outdoor table tennis table. it is made from 12mm white polyurethane acrylate (pua) resin. this is the standard used in the world tennis federation and is similar to the standard used in tennis for hard courts, cement, fibre glass, wood and even in the sand courts.
combining an easy indoor setup with a play area that can be used with both normal and laces, the donnay 40929a indoor table tennis table will be perfect for all ages! with a standard size of 55cm x 34cm (21.6” x 13.7”), this lightweight table tennis table can also be easily wall
mounted as there are no holes, as well as small enough to fit into any children room.
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